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Turing and the German language

 Received J. v. Neumanns Grundlagen der 
Quantendynamic as a price from his school

 Probably has read Hilbert's Grundzüge der 
theoretische Logik, where the 
Entscheidungsproblem was defined

 Delt with German ENIGMA messages in 
Bletchley Park



  

Turing in Germany

 1932: First visit with his father (walking in the 
black forrest)

 1934: bicycle tour from Cologne via Göttingen to 
Hannover while SA and his homosexual leader 
Röhm were eliminated

 1945: Burg Feuerstein -- inquiry on secret 
communications

 1947: Göttingen -- inquiry on state of computing 
machines 



  

Turing and Münster (Germany)

 Received on of two requests for reprints of his 
Computable Numbers ... from Heinrich Scholz in 
Münster (Germany)

 Heinrich Scholz was just establishing 
mathematical logic in the University of Münster

 Turings article had been discussed in a seminar
 Hans Hermes had an early article on the Turing 

machine published in German already in 1937
 Turing was invited from 1952 several times, but 

was not allowed to leave 



  

Turing and Münster (Germany)

 Hans Hermes had published four articles about 
the Turing machine, and in his Book 
Aufzählbarkeit, Entscheidbarkeit, 
Berechenbarkeit the Turing Machine hat a 
central role

 Gisbert Hasenjaeger and Dieter Rödding did run 
a Turing-Raum in Münster

 Gisbert Hasenjaeger was -- unknowingly -- Alan 
Turing's one-man counterpart for the security of 
the ENIGMA on the German side 



  

Alan Turing: His time ahead

 1936: Defines a programmable Machine and 
solves the Entscheidungsproblem
(On computable Numbers with an Application to the 
Entscheidungsproblem) 

 1946: Specifies a high-speed universal 
Computer (ACE)

 1949: Checking a large routine
 1950: Can computers think?



  

Turing Machines - Basic model 

 Infinite tape with symbols in fields
 Read / Write (Mark) current single field
 Move left (L) or right (R) one field
 Finite state machine



  

Turing Machines - Example 

 1: if marked, move right and  stay in state 1
 1: if not marked, change to state 2
 2: If not marked, mark the tape and stay in state 2
 2: If marked, do nothing and stay in state 2
 Result: Add a mark at the end
 Function: Add one to a unary number



  

A Turing Machine

Source:
http://aturingmachine.com/
http://www.youtube.com/v/E3keLeMwfHY&hl=en_US&fs=1&rel=0



  

Turing's Computability

 Turing's A-machine calculated the value of a 
function as a real number in binary decimal 
notation (fractional part)

 Computable numbers were produced by cycle-
free machines that produced digits endlessly

 Alternate fields for the result and for 
intermediate values effectively used two tapes

 The result was called a computable sequence



  

Turing's Trick

A state table 

can be encoded as a number 

1 3 4 1  1 0 0 2  2 0 3 2  2 3 0 2

and be analyzed, e.g. by a Turing Machine

1 M R 1

1 - - 2

2 - M 2

2 M - 2



  

Turing's main result

Turing wrote 1936:

A number which is a description number of a 
circle free machine will be called a satisfactory 
number.

In §8 it is shown that there can be no general 
process for determining whether a given 
number is satisfactory or not



  

Application to the 
Entscheidungsproblem

The results of §8  have some important 
applications. 

In particular, they can be used to show that the 
Hilbert Entscheidungsproblem can have no 
solution.

I ... show that there can be no general process 
for determining whether a given formula A of 
the functional calculus K is provable.



  

Computability changed

 Computability gradually received a broader 
interpretation over the concept of cycle free 
machines:

At some time in the late 1940s, Post remarked 
to me that the circle-free problem was 
unsuitable as a basis  for other unsolvability 
proofs because, as formulated, it was of an 
unnecessarily high degree  of unsolvability 
(Martin Davies)

  Halting-Problem (undecidable) followed later



  

Universal Turing Machine 

An UTM is a Turing machine that hosts a guest 
machine:

 The guest TM is encoded and its description 
number written in avance on the tape

 Any arguments for the guest machine are 
added

 The host TM processes the tape and produces 
the same results on the tape as a 
corresponding guest TM  



  

Universal Turing Machine 

Guest 
description 

number
(encoding)

Guest 
arguments
and results

Host state machine



  

Hasenjaeger's machines

Even though ... K. Zuse had built ... quite usable 
computers ...

we wanted to pursue the idea of constructing a 
theoretical TURING machine out ouf our 
material ...

... for our purposes, second hand relays were 
much cheaper...

(Hasenjaeger 1987, On the early history of register 
machines)



  

Hasenjaeger's Small UTM



  

Hasenjaeger's Small UTM
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Front view



  

Rear View



  

Turing Tape



  

Selector switch



  

Programme tape memory



  

Circuit Schematic



  

Universal Turing Machine 
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Multitape Universal Turing Machine 

RP



  

Based on..

Hasenjaeger based on two sources:
 Moore 1953: A simplified universal Turing 

machine
 Wang 1957: A Variant of Turing's Theory of 

Computing machines



  

Moore 1953

 Machine with three tapes:
–  one tape for the guest machine

–  cyclic read-only tape that contains the 
encoded guest state table

–  auxiliary tape to store the state
 Had only 13 states at the expense of 

multiple tapes
 Used non-erasable Turing tape for the 

guest citing Shannon for the equivalence, 
but this has never been published.



  

Wang 1957

 Wang used instructions instead of a state 
machine

 Example: 

1.*  2.,  3.C2,  4., 5.
 To prove computability, program is encoded as 

a product of powers of primes
 Extremely inefficient  solution



  

Hasenjaeger ~1960

 Combined Moore (3 tapes, cyclic tape) 
with Wang (Instructions)

 Hints from two publications, but no 
concise description

 Re-engineered from the Hardware
 If Wang's solution is universal, so is 

Hasenjaeger's
 Physical machine has a bug that is not 

serious, but we do not like to change the 
only original artifact



  

Example programmes

1 R 

skips spaces until finds a mark (6 bits)

2 M 3 R
adds a mark at the end of a chain of marks (14 bits)



  

Hasenjaeger's UTM: State Table
        S PQR PQR S'
                     I: P=1 is punch, P=0 other instruction 
        1 1.0 +.M .     mark if not marked, next instruction
        1 1.1 +.. .     no need to mark if marked, next instruction 
        1 0.. +.. 2     other instruction, take the 0
 
                    II: R, L or other; Q is zero on entry
        2 10. +.R 1     go right, next instruction
        2 00. ++. .     save 0 in Q, check next P bit
        2 11. +-L 1     next P bit is 1, go left, clear Q, next inst.
        2 01. +-. 3     next P bit is 0, this is a skip
 
                   III: skip part 1: count zeroes to Q, if mark
        3 0.0 +.. .     R has space, skip zeroes until P=1
        3 0.1 ++. .     R has mark, count zeroes until P=1
        3 1.0 +.. 1     end found; R has space: next instruction
        3 1.1 .+. 4     end found; R has mark, need to skip
 
                    IV: skip part 2: execute 
        4 01. +.. .     while Q>0, skip zeroes on P, leave Q
        4 11. +-. .     while Q>0, skip a one, decrement Q 
        4 .0. ... 1     Q=0, next instruction 

4 states and equivalence of 12 symbols  => TM-Index 48



  

Small Turing Machines

Claude E. Shannon, 1956: A Universal Turing Machine with 
Two Internal States

It is shown how to simulate any Turing machine with one whose 
state machine has only  two states.

 ...

 An interesting unsolved problem is to find the minimum  possible 
state-symbol product for a universal Turing machine.

TM-Index, the equivalent to Shannon's state-symbol-product 
for multi-tape machines, is one result of a workshop 
hosted by the INI



  

TM index by Year and Author

The TM index is a generalised metric for multitape Turing machines
and is equal to the state-symbol-product for standard Turing machines

1940 1950 1960 1970 1980 1990 2000 2010 2020
1

10

100

1000

Moore 294

Hasenjaeger 48 Hooper 49

Hooper 28

Rogozhin 24

Neary&Woods 30

Neary&Woods 24



  

Bibelot or science?

● Machines were build for no proper use
● Taken as a challenge: is it possible to boil down the 

theory to something actually working?
● Out bottleneck was the materialization ... of a 

TURING tape
● Initiated research in Münster on Turing Machines 

with non-eraseable, non-writeable tapes (register 
machines or Minsky machines)

● Unfortunately,  only some details published 20 years 
later
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The END


